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WINTER TYRES ENABLE COMPANY CAR DRIVER TO GET A GRIP AND BEAT THE SNOW 

CHAOS  

 

Snow falls across the UK may have brought transport chaos, but the Artic weather did not impact on at 

least one company car driver because his vehicle was equipped with winter tyres. 

 

Ashley Crookes, national sales manager at expanding vehicle leasing and fleet management Ogilvie 

Fleet, chose to fit winter tyres to his BMW 318d M Sport after being stranded at home for 12 days last 

winter. 

 

At the weekend the winter tyres came into their own as up to four inches of snow fell in many parts of 

the country including in Sheffield where Mr Crookes lives and works.  

 

His job also takes him regularly to Ogilvie Fleet’s Coleshill office in the West Midlands, which is a 180-

mile round trip. 

 

He said: “I am totally converted to the benefit of winter tyres. For 12 days last winter I couldn’t leave 

home because the car could not cope with the road conditions.  

 

“Having taken the decision to fit winter tyres, the weekend provided the first opportunity to truly test 

their capability. They performed superbly and meant no disruption to travel. There was no loss of 

traction or braking performance at all on the roads so safety was improved when compared to the 

performance of standard tyres.  

 

“The winter tyres enabled me to travel locally and reach the Coleshill office for key meetings on 

schedule on Monday (February 6) - a journey that would not have been possible without them.” 

 

more/…. 
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Mr Crookes fitted the Pirelli winter tyres to the 18-inch wheels on the rear wheel drive BMW at a cost of 

£950 plus £12 fitting per tyre at the beginning of November. The fitting was undertaken by Kwik-Fit 

Fleet and the car’s standard tyres are being stored in the fast-fit giant’s ‘tyre hotel’ until the spring 

when they will be refitted. 

 

He added: “When deciding to fit winter tyres employers must balance the benefit with the cost and the 

impact that vehicle and employee downtime could have on customer service. My experience proves 

that winter tyres are critical to ensuring business life is not disrupted.” 

 

To help companies cope with the additional cost of fitting winter tyres to vehicles, Ogilvie Fleet has 

introduced an innovative solution that enables customers to include the charge within their full 

maintenance contract hire package. 

 

Ogilvie Fleet believes it was the first leasing provider to launch such a solution when launched the deal 

this winter. It is giving customers the option to either: 

 Incorporate the cost of a full set of winter tyres into the full maintenance contract hire 

rate for the fleet lifecycle of individual vehicles; or 

 Pay the full cost of a set of winter tyres upfront. 

 

Once the initial set of winter tyres is paid for, they will be covered within Ogilvie Fleet’s standard ‘no 

quibble’ tyre policy. 

 

The cost of funding the BMW’s winter tyres over a typical three-year contract would have amounted to 

approximately £25-£30. 

 

Ogilvie Fleet sales and marketing director Nick Hardy said: “Having the cost reflected in the fixed 

monthly lease rate is more cost effective than taking a 4x4 option and would also be more tax effective 

for the driver.” 

 

more/…. 
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Mr Crookes has reported on ‘living with winter tyres in a regular blog on the company’s website - 

http://www.ogilvie-fleet.co.uk/blog  

 

His experience has also dispelled a myth that winter tyres impact on a vehicle’s fuel economy as ‘real 

world’ MPG remains unchanged from that obtained when the BMW was equipped with winter tyres. 

 

Mr Hardy added: “We wanted to monitor the performance, value, fuel efficiency and the ‘trials and 

tribulations’ of driving a car fitted with winter tyres - on wet, snow and ice-covered roads as well as on 

dry roads - and use that information to help our customers make their choices. 

 

“Ashley’s experience proves that winter tyres are a valuable aid to ensuring business life is not 

disrupted by the weather.” 

 

Winter tyres, which are composed of more rubber and less silicone so they don’t harden as much when 

it is cold, work best in temperatures under 7˚Celsius. Winter tyres have wider grooves which have 

greater grip in snow and slush and more sideways grooves to give more edges and contact with the 

road surface. That translates into shorter braking distances which reduces the risk of a crash. 

 

Editor’s notes 

 

Ogilvie Fleet provide contract hire, leasing and fleet management solutions for UK and European 

companies operating vehicle fleets ranging from five to 2,000+ units. 

 

The fleet today totals more than 10,000 vehicles, making the company one of the largest independent 

contract hire and leasing specialists in the fleet sector. 

 

Ogilvie Fleet’s reputation is built on an ability to deliver bespoke solutions and a consistently high 

quality of service, linked with competitive pricing and a ‘real world’ ability to work in partnership with 

clients. In essence, the organisation delivers the perfect combination of small company service ethos 

and large company buying power.   
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For further information contact:  

 

Nick Hardy, sales and marketing director, on 0845 217 9871 or email nick.hardy@ogilvie.co.uk 

 

Ogilvie Fleet Ltd 

Sir Wilfrid Newton House 

Newton Chambers Road 

Thorncliffe Park  

Chapeltown 

Sheffield, S35 2PH 

www.ogilvie-fleet.co.uk 
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